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“The meaning of poetry is to give courage. A
poem is not a puzzle that you the dutiful reader
is obliged to solve. It is meant to poke you, get
you to buck up, pay attention, rise and shine,
look alive, get a grip, get the picture, pull up
your socks, wake up and die right.”
—Garrison Keillor
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SUN

Sunday Sunrise: Kpalimé: July 28
Graham LePage

Early in the morning I walk to church,
a sweet cup of tea still warm in my stomach.
The grey clouds are sitting low in the sky,
rubbing their bellies on the tops of the trees.
Everyone outside in the morning dusk
is clad in colors not yet bright with the day
but shining all the same in anticipation.
A girl runs by in high heels, late for church,
somehow upright despite each stumbling stone
and rounded rock sticking up from the sandy streets.
The doors of the cathedral are wide open.
The dark-wood pews are creaking with prayer.
It is dim in the vaulted room of the church,
formless except for the bright-white habits of nuns
void and silent but for the many murmured prayers
The sun is rising to fill each vivid-blue pane
of stained glass, glowing from the east.
Then trumpets speak forth, drums and trumpets
announcing that the new week is good.
And indeed it is very good.
The choir is a single voice walking in step,
speaking out from the center of the church,
What they sing is what I see
the church is full of light
the people are risen
The day before while walking in the fields
I heard the Ramadan call to prayer
faint and far over the rows of maize.
That call is louder in the marketplace
where each pious shopkeeper
sits on the front step of his store
a kettle of water by his feet
rinsing his ears, his eyes, his lips
attempting to undo the evil of that day
Yet underneath his skin he is a leper,
and remains a leper still.
But we are all lepers here, fools and farmers,
the beautiful ragged mass beneath the steeple
We are all lepers cleansed in dirty river water,
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for surely that is the baptism of the church
a real hope in the mud of troubled waters,
somehow clean amidst our filth flowing on.
Today is confirmation day
the youth stand up to proclaim their faith
we stand in solidarity
“One Lord, One Faith, One Baptism”
solidarity in death
solidarity in resurrection
the people of God
his daughters in multi-colored fabric,
his sons with clan scars marking their cheeks
the young and old of the church
His unity of diversity, his new creation
with tired feet and aching backs
sure of what we cannot see
bound by love to the one who loves us
singing forth when we cannot speak
Now the sun is risen indeed
and the day has risen to meet it
I walk home in the dust and noise
happy to watch my feet on the ground
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Noonday

Graham LePage
Rain-clouds are building on the horizon
but here the sun shines straight down
so that each passerby’s forehead
is glistening with beads of sweat:
The woman with the giant basin on her head
brimming with un-shelled peanuts
adjusting her wrap as she walks
to cinch the baby to her back
or the friendly man without his senses
grimacing as he talks, showing brown teeth.
He wears a cowboy hat, but no shoes.
He wants to show you a picture
of himself in 1982. There are
two people in the picture, a young
black man and a white boy.
He points himself out.
What has happened since 1982?
that now he is singing, loud and slurring,
sweating in the noonday sun,
“Mother Mary comes to me. Lerrit be.”
But still his voice is strong
wishing blessings upon strangers.
He is not the man in the yellow shirt
whose voice is husky with smoke,
Not the man who tells you things
you barely understand and
things you wish you didn’t.
For that man stands just down the street
in his front yard burning trash,
around him lies 3,000 empty tin cans.
His yellow eyes are drunk and vacant.
His mother was a whore.
His father is blind.
His sister spends everything
on alcohol and cigarettes.
The sun is hot .
His mother was a whore.
The sun is hot.
His father is blind.
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Do you understand?
200 kindergartners march by
in tiny grey uniforms. Their
teachers keep the rhythm with shakers
and lead them in their song.
50 children per teacher. The little ones
They swing their arms and sing and stomp
and laugh and cry and tumble
to the ground, not too far away.
under the sun they run
to catch their friends again.
This afternoon the rain will pour
all at once and soak the air
so that the night can come all cool and calm
with stars between the clouds.
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Tampa at Night
Levi Bradford
Brisk zoo-dry ground-the kind meerkats treasure,
perfect for tunnels to escape sunlight,
and reside in-be a part of-whatever it is that’s holding everything up.
It was December in Florida,
and the cold hung silent in the air;
as if someone spoke, heaven’s branch might snap,
and snow would fall all at once,
and cover animal exhibits.
Christmas lights-tiny suns,
each thinking its gravity formed the center of the universe,
connected by this green vein that seems to connect everything.
I watch her exhale,
her breath resembling snow,
and somewhere in the distance,
we can hear a hyena cackling at my joke untold.
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Sunset of the Gods
Teresa Harwood

The bow of Iris quavers in the East.
The chariot of Apollo has begun its descent.
Past the realm of Aeolus
Where Zeus immortal reigns.
Persephone is goneHer mother has begun to mourn
Toward the West the vows of Hera
Echo softly
Resounding with the last glimmer
Of the fiery bright round disk
Soon Artemis shall begin her hunt
With her ladies glimmering in silver cloaks
Gathered round about her.
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For Eve

Sarah Boone
Blue waters rose while faces climbed aboard
and turned to grasp the hands of those behind.
Our feet were wet on tugboats decked with roofs
of tin and railings thin along the edge.
The half-familiar faces rushed to switch
between the places, backing up against the walls.
I caught my breath in panic and delight.
Then, waters gone, I found my feet on hardbaked road alone. The air and land appeared
as though I’d held a bottle to my eyes a glassy brown that reached all ways and found
a setting sun. No thing to do but walk.
I saw far off against the sky two shapes
along the road. Two bumps. Two heaps. I could
not tell. We closened and they swelled to sight.
Two gentle beasts my eyes beheld as surged
the flood anew and tossed me from my dream.
And now a secret lies beneath my smile,
for I’ve been under waves envelopments
and seen the sun and plodding elephants.
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Blame it on the Northern Light

11

Chad Caroland

“You can blame it on the northern lights, they woke me from my summer slumber.
The black moon, the dark of the night. the sunk down sun outta sight.
We sailed down the great stream to find, a water fall and the water glistened.
The sun on one side, dark space on the other.
The tremblin in your voice told me you were scared, the quiver in mine told you
I was too.
With child’s hands and barn door eyes, we jumped off of the starboard side.
The flat earth is our humble home, but only for a little while.
Soon heaven will swallow you, in the clouds, and the lights, and the glory.
Maybe someday we’ll meet.
And our lights will shine together again.
Our lights will shine together again.
Our lights will shine together again.
Soon heaven will swallow you.
Our lights will shine together again.”

oh
covenant

Homesters and Hipschoolers
Graham LePage

Everyone dresses the same
each one as different as the next
alone together on a mountaintop
ironic and awkwardly original
living with baseball players
and ballroom dancers. Each week
is a new band for listening
and the same old board game
comforting as a mother’s kiss.
Such a collision of similar differences.
Such a strange flavor of art
in the collision of air, warm and cool,
spiraling out like a storm
blowing the leaves off trees
orange and brown, each one
uniquely the same
We feast on moral hedonism
We dance in the most appropriate
extravagant imitation of the forefront fad
All these leggings and jeggings
and mom-jeans on men
who stay up late baking brownies
and then walk to class through the wind
their rolling suitcases thundering quietly
their trench-coats melding with the clouds
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Number 11
Carrie Mixon

The flowers are dry
As they should be, airborne by string
against yellow walls I never liked.
But when you are gone, yellow walls
I will like you and you will not be there
to know
I poured the water-slime out of the
Stoney bottles,
but I didn’t take them down.
Hanging empty glass, home brown,
I cannot take them down.
Stone-stacked wall, benevolent dictator of the living room;
Soot gray, you are warm. And tea is warm too
and blankets
and Sisterfriend, you too
are warm.
Crack in the linoleum
Crack in the window sill
Crack in the wall
I like you.
Too many sofas
I like you.
How have you held together, homeplace?
By prayer?
Six and more more more
Sister brother lover stranger
in and out of you, homeplace.
Did you never quiver?
Backdoor unlocked
Oh, hi
You don’t live here either. Where are they all?
Gone, to somewhere together. A birthday.
Oh, ok. Tea?
Please.
Boxes build barricades for
breaking hearts in the dark
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and
Opossum’s beady eyes in the door
are God’s good humour;
You know He makes the kindest jokes,
don’t you?
Sister! Sisters six! Sisters more!
I thank you.
Toulouse! Toulouse! I cried when you left,
did you know?
So much joy, little friend! So much joy, Sisterfriends!
What was here will be here
still
left by him and her and you and me
to live another year as a new old to someone
or
to lie another year in dust, like that can of
condensed milk.
Who needs condensed milk, anyway?
Rhythm of quiet and full song on warm breath
Refuge from cares, criss-cross apple-sauce,
on kitchen chairs.
New friend, your things piled in the library,
I bequeath this to you.
Stranger, known by God,
I bequeath this to you.
But turn no one away!
This is a homeplace.
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Coffee with Subtext
Hunter Rasmussen

“We should meet for coffee sometime,”
One says; I agree to organized crime,
But double entendre churns my chyme.
I’ll have a latte, hold the subtext–
Your unspoken love language leaves me vexed,
The buzzing of coffee shops suddenly sexed.
The cup trembles, my decaffeinated hands;
I look to the table where she waits and stands,
Wondering what schemes she has planned.
We talk of city life as my mind whirls
Behind the veil of java steam rising in curls,
Which dissipates when she asks about girls.
Third-degree burns spill black on my soul–
Suddenly coffee takes on a new role,
Hidden meanings become a bottomless hole.
Her tongue is quicksilver as a swift pen
Which tactfully draws in and flabbergasts men.
“This has been wonderful, let’s do it again.”
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Vending Machines and Glowing Screens
Sarah Boone

We waddle now. The green that gives forth food
consists of crisp and crumpled paper-faces.
Our leader feeds our boxes made of crude
metal begetting plastic snacks. Crack tastes
like MSG. The sea’s inside our swollen selves
‘cause beaming screens scream: Sit. Forget with salt.
The flaccid muscles only reach to shelves.
Please understand. It cannot be our fault.
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Lamp lit apartment thirteen on a quiet evening
Lookout Mountain, Ga., 2012
Juliet Cangelosi

— here is where we sit.
Here is where we drink green tea
and the day stops
and life begins to
steep in serene stillness.
A community of words forms a circle
          around the rectangle table
          that is now obscured
          under piles of poetry books.
We crack the spines, and
a melody of language spills out.
Art that was pressed into
pages is resurrected
and spoken
          back into existence for a time,
long enough to linger
in the spiced, candle-scented air
and stir the room.
Warm with words,
we leave at half-past nine,
bearing the bitter cold wind
that sounds like a sweet verse.
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our father
who art

Panta Rhei

Graham LePage
Who is this God? Constant in flux.
turning rivers to blood and blood to wine
so all the drunks can drink and drown in grace,
always allowing. Gives and gives again always
the water and the blood flowing from his side
or turning the blood we spilled into water
that cries out to heaven, rising
above the highest mountains, cleansing
the earth with its own violence. bloodwaters rising,
always turning, repenting, transforming, always
the two by two, the losers, the remnant,
the impossible hope. The water is wine.
The wine is blood. The blood is water.
The blood is an ever-flowing stream
between two trees. And rocks bring forth
water pouring out and giving again
like the stone the builders rejected,
even when struck it still pours forth
new wine, new wine-skins, new life.
The river is blood as if to say
your living will only bring you death
come and die with Me to live.
baptized in blood, washed in wine,
drunk on water sweet as the dew
We turn again. He turns us.
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Gather My Body
Stephanie Taylor
Gather my body
Silently.
I am still.
Collect my body to your body.
My anemic flesh yet glowing
Slightly.
Silently.
Remove my body
from these splint’ry boards.
Snared by immobility,
I’d much prefer the snare of sheets.
Gently.
About my waist
Under my knees
Face finding soft shoulder
Once more
Silently.
I’m alive only
Slightly.
You revive me
Silently.
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Crossing the “X” in “Crucifixion”
Cliff Foreman

After the “n,”
my hand rises up,
cuts down and across
the sweep of the line,
the tiny black hill
between the “i”s.
My hand cuts down-as though with a hammer
and an inky nail.
The blunt “icks” sound,
like the butt of a gun-the tongue hits the palate
with a quick slap.
The word cut through-it is finished.
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Sabbatum
Ashley Berry

Come Thou fount of every blessing.
there’s a man
across the aisle caught alone
between the rock of a place
he’s always called home
and the hardness
of the ground
that he’s learning to sleep on.
Tune my heart to sing Thy grace.
tears race
down his face
but he wipes them away quickrapidmovements
and his wrists
twitch;
fling the liquid form of
exasperation
to an accidental
location.
Streams of mercy never ceasing.
looks down
and
breathes out.
he told me once
that he believed
in hope
even when he could feel
the end of his rope
getting farther away
with every
passing
moment
of
every.
passing.
day.
Call for songs of loudest praise.
there’s a man
across the aisle he taught me
how to see;
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but lately
i’ve been
going blind
from the glasses
that he gave me.
Teach me a melody
That an angel spoke to you.
I’ll hold to the mountain
And pray for rescue.
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Movement

Dirt makes Food makes Dirt
Graham LePage

We have nothing to do but dance
in the flatland dustland
dirtland mudland maize growing
corn kernels shaking inside a gourd
or other vessels, spoons and cups
brimming over with palm wine
nothing to do but dance and drum
go to church and dance
watch TV and dance
bass drum snare drum cowbell djembe
harvest the root and dance
harvest the beans and dance
yam dance demon dance freedom dance
raise your children to dance
even toddlers nod their heads
and shake their hips as they
stumble by the music store
which shares its wares for free
with all who live nearby
the Bible salesmen next door
napping as the bass beat
shakes his walls and rattles his shelfs
the hairdresser with a blue felt carpet
barefoot, coiling braids, humming along
the child of the street vendor
tossing marbles at lines in the dirt
nothing to do but dance
the twist of the knee and
the single shoulder twitch
a moment of forgetfulness
to remember where you are
and what you are and that
your body has bones and elbows
biceps, triceps, and a belly button
thick skin on the bottom of your feet
ground brown as the dust
this day will only come once
and tomorrow will be the same
with nothing to do but dance.
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Burrowing
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Stephanie Taylor
A mother died, survived by an aching and floundering husband and two daughters with profoundly broken hearts.
The day Lillian, the elder daughter, packed her pale pink suitcase, her
father didn’t notice. The day he walked her down an aisle at eighteen-and-a-halfyears-old to give her to another man, he didn’t notice, even when he uttered “her
dear mother and I do” (about which the church ladies whispered to one another:
“poor dear can’t come to terms with his wife’s passing”) and kissed her cheek.
Not long after, Lillian swaddled a tiny pink person in a tiny pink blanket. She
mailed her father and younger sister a card with her picture and he didn’t notice.
The day Lillian returned home with her pale pink suitcase and sank under the
covers of the bed of her youth without a word, her father didn’t notice.
But Alma was there! Yes, she was there, tearfully hugging Lillian
farewell before she settled into the passenger seat of the stranger’s Prius after
her graduation ceremony. Pebbles pinched the bottoms of Alma’s bare feet in
the gravel driveway as she handed her big sister a note torn from a page in her
journal:
YOU DON’T HAVE TO LEAVE US.
DAD DOESN’T NOT LOVE US.
which Lillian tossed in her bag unread. Alma was there at the wedding six
months later, standing behind her sister’s giggling best friends as her father
kissed Lillian’s cheek without feeling its blush. The picture of Lillian’s smiling,
dimpled bundle materialized on the fridge one afternoon: Alma had rescued
it from amongst the papers exiled on the cork table in her father’s nest. Alma
hadn’t heard from her sister in over a year when Lillian slunk through the front
door, the aromas of tobacco fields, gasoline, and humidity swirling in with her.
Alma darted from the kitchen when she heard that familiar step in the hall. Lillian slid Alma a note written on a crumpled napkin:
SHE IS DEAD.
HE IS GONE.
before burrowing under the quilt that hadn’t been touched in two and a half
years.

Algebra

Levi Bradford
Once, in seventh grade,
I took a class in a portable
that had a bathroom built in.
I sat behind a girl
with brown hair
that always smelled like dryer sheets.
When she would write,
her shoulder blades would
glide under her cardigan
as if the wind of grace
was making waves
on the skin of her back.
When she stood up
her eyes moves to mine-the only mobile dots on a freckled complexion.
She walked behind me
into the bathroom
and I listened to her bowel movement
while the teacher explained
that X always had to be greater than Y.
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Head South

29

Levi Bradford

He would wake up and head south most days.
And today the interstate is nice;
well kept medians, tall trees surrounding, and the mobius strip of the pavement,
interceded by one-dimensional picket fences, holds a sort of comfort to those
who travel it long enough.
As he glides off the highway, he hears the sounds of the people singing.
He cannot sing.
He cannot even talk.
He wouldn’t wish to.
Being a traveling musician would drive anyone else mad,
but he rather liked it.
Late nights bring fireflies and besides,
he was contrived for this life.
Instruments composed his body that he supposed
he was built to play.
He floats closer to the center of whichever town this is
and causes an uproar with his presence.
They all shout and cheer for his body.
The harps that are his shoulders play and all quiets, in calm reverence.
He can think a little bit longer as he passes by vacant office buildings.
Maybe he could be like the buffalo.
Maybe he could stand and graze,
And be hunted,
And give himself up for a better purpose.
But no.
He is made of wood and
wood would never be good food.
He allows himself to be escorted onto a stage made of much more wood than
he˗˗
he stands on something more than he˗˗and he plays them songs.
Songs of days that already happened,
And probably will happen again.
Songs of lovers, who found no guilt in their sex,
Who lived off of blood and heart.
Songs of fathers, who were proud of their sons,
And never let them fail.
They know what the songs are about,

Although he cannot sing.
He cannot even talk.
He wouldn’t wish to.
Stay they shout.
Never leave.
He won’t stay.
They throw flowers to him,
They throw their gold.
He doesn’t pick up any of them.
They sit there until the day dies and the throwers squirm onto the stage reclaim
them.
He slides off stage and is greeted by adorers,
And there isn’t one person in the town who failed to show up.
His visit, of course, is a holiday.
He begins to leave.
Stay they shout.
Never leave.
He won’t stay.
He continues to leave.
As he makes his way towards the highway, he’s stopped by a familiar hand.
He looks up and sees a face he does not fully recognize.
He swears he’s had seen her before.
But he couldn’t have.
He knows that he’s loved her before.
He can tell by the dress she’s wearing.
Stay she pleads.
Never leave.
He won’t stay.
He leaves the last remnant of his memory of the town and gets back on the
highway-back onto his strip of paper-twists it up,
and travels it for as long as he wants.
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He thinks of that girl,
her name escapes her,
but he hopes he’ll see her again some day,
maybe when she’s older,
maybe when heaven rolls around and he can finally sleep.
He glides through the night,
Until he reaches town.
And as he merges onto the exit ramp,
He can hear her voice on the air,
just barely over the din of traffic.
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Mbeta Airport, Tanzania
Sarah Boone
sweet

warm runway wind
		
breathes from blue sky
  			
birds upside down
		
through puddles fly
a start and end
meet
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Leafscapping
Silas Tippens

Hours of raking and blowing of leaves
Only to have twice more fall from the trees
By the friendly frolic of an Autumn breeze.
Yet there in the distance an object appears
By the result of your blood, sweat, and tears;
It’s the manifestation of your misplaced fears!
As you creep ever closer to the object in sight,
It’s not long before you’re filled with delight
As your landlocked body begins to take flight
To crash into a leaf pile of impressive height.
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Hark

Things I’m Afraid Of

35

Levi Bradford

Spiders.
Snakes.
Late nights, due to the fact that once I saw a possum in our garage when it was
dark out.
Good looking people not thinking I’m good looking.
Holding children. I might drop them.
My brothers growing up to be just like me.
Shark attacks.
Jumping off high places.
Headphones that go too deep into my ears.
Going the opposite direction of so many cars. I’m the only one going my
way. They’re
probably headed the right way. They’re probably having more fun.
Realizing that, after being on the road for a while, my high beams have been on
the whole time. Sorry.
Cockroaches.
Family reunions where I’m not sure if that really attractive girl is my family or
someone’s friend.
Climbing up the stairs of the Bombay ride at Wet N’ Wild because there just
slabs of stone I can see under. I could slip and fall right through.
Enjoying bad bands.
Letting my girlfriend look into my eyes.
Talking on the phone.
Growing up.
Refusing to grow up.
Reading this over if I ever finish it and realizing that I am something less than a
regular human being. Probably an animal of some kind.
Frogs.
Big animals.
Waking up one day as the same person I always have been.
Standing still.
My parents.
Not spending the rest of my life with the girl I swore I would.
Texting people too often.
My parents dying.
Whales.
My teeth being this awful the rest of my life.
Braces.
Making people think they offended me. People never offend me.
Writing anything that’s ever as good as Ernest Hemingway. How dare I think
that I ever could.
Running too hard. My heart might burst.

Being unreasonable. Am I unreasonable?
Sticking my finger inside an air conditioning vent in a car. I don’t know if
there’s a fan in there. I don’t know if it’ll take my finger off.
Getting people’s hopes up.
Letting people down.
Fish.
Bees.
Being a teacher.
My laugh.
Wearing bad clothes.
Holding her hand too hard. I might cut off circulation. She might get mad.
My brother disapproving of what I do.
Heaven because it sounds awful doing the same thing for the rest of forever.
Finding out I’ve been gay this whole time.
Cracking my fingers.
Being a parent.
Whales.
Final exams.
Paranormal Activity 4.
Singing on cue.
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.
Eating insects.
Whales.
Silence.
The open ocean.
Whales.
Whales.
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Stalker

Cliff Foreman
The ghosts of communism
and the ghosts of textile mills
Brood over Bratislava,
Lowell, and Budapest,
Haunt the red brick buildings
and the broken stucco walls
Now—bulldozer, brushfire
deadening the sounds of frogs
in Chattanooga, Tennessee,
Old concrete slabs beneath the grass
Disposal of the nuclear waste
and the heaps of broken glass
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Ducks

Carrie Mixon
Clump out,
loose laces clicking on
linoleum.
It’s cold, so I squeeze between
Granddaddy and Uncle Nathan
in the truck
on the ripped seat.
Boots on the dash,
pulling laces tight,
double knot against the cold.
Granddaddy slows to see
the ducks,
“They’ll stay now, they’ll stay.”
There is water in the swamp
so they’ll stay.
This hill is where Granddaddy
will build his cabin,
to see the ducks.
And maybe, someday,
a heron.
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Life &
Death
(Also: before, after,
and in between)

Baby’s First Music Lesson
Sarah Perri

Last night I went to an orchestra concert
And drank in the caramel wood oozing with melody.
Fibrous kisses on wire. Scintillating breaths.
But what finally caught my attention was not the instruments—
It was the softly rounded stomach of the pianist.
A baby embalmed in sound; a child who gets
To sit front row to every concert his mother plays.
She trickled her fingers across the silken keys and smiled.
I’d like to think that each smile was her child kicking.
Mimicking his mother’s delicate press on the foot pedals.
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Inheritance, or, the Genome of a Stepchild
Hunter Rasmussen
Mom’s ex
and Dad’s why
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The Woman in the Jar
Hilary Eames

Jaded with treacherous reality, the Woman in the Jar
paints for herself a world upon glass,
Stagnant, placid and still.
Many have come to tap at the walls
or scratch at the label
or run her world under hot water
and pry it open with a knife.
But the Woman in the Jar only broadens her strokes
to hide the attempted intrusions.
She is breathing tainted air,
sucking in lead with every breath.
She knows it, and sighing,
the Woman in the Jar says,
“But it’s such a lovely view.”
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The Stray

Hilary Eames
Hope followed me home last night.
I felt her weaving through my steps.
Close as she stayed she still was shy,
she was not sure she was wanted.
Although I let her come inside,
let her sleep on my floor,
I did not feed her.
The poor thing, her fur a matted grey;
her eyes stay large,
always absorbing.
She smells like salt.
She darts out of sight
when I enter the room,
but her quiet purrs
ate still audible.
I could be persuaded
to keep her.
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in teaspoons

Juliet Cangelosi
I.
Sometimes I inhale coffee
in such large quantities
that the only way to calm down
would be to turn my body inside out
in an empty forest on a breezy day
in autumn.
II.
Once when I was five I tried to capture
all the fireflies in Georgia
with a solid glass jar.
I closed the lid and stared at only two
glowing captives
and realized I would have to resign
the rest of my life
to catching flying light—
light that dulls inside a jar.
III.
Isn’t it interesting that
the world is just too big for our small bodies.
Human hands will never be large enough to cup
the ocean
or rearrange the clouds.
There is no container big enough to absorb all the Beauty.
We’re always busting at the seams,
constantly water-falling,
letting it all roll through us—
the way a breezy day in autumn moves
through an empty forest of flying lights.
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stargazing (i think)
Juliet Cangelosi

Winter’s worth of words brings unclearly spring; winter,
a moment, with bare branches and space to gaze through
to ponder the brightness of stars at night
for the first time in twelve months.
Eventually, the last of the squash soup
is supped—and before you know it
the succulent moment is gone.
Now all you’ve got is a dulled silver spoon
and no more squash soup to pair perfectly with the moment.
You’re at the bottom of your bowl, kid.
Look, it’s time to go outside now,
because everyone will know you’re a liar when you
try and blame the weather.
But you stay in the confines of your mind,
staring at that dull spoon,
(I hate to tell you this, but: your reflection is upside down.)
thinking about the fading saltysweetness of soup
and how your left nostril looks excessively large,
mentally preparing for an ambiguous spring full of
oneandahalflips and
lilies that can’t quite exactly
find the stars and
green somethings (i think)
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Piano

46

Joy Schmidt
It was the last thing she forgot,
even after her own name
As if her fingers had memories all their own,
Unaffected by the fog in her brain that made the clear comforting edges of familiar into dark worrisome blurs of unknown

grief

Wilson Ricketts
yawning interstellar spaces
frigid and shivering in the corner
this subterranean vacancy is
a coffin, our
cramped and panicked confinement
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To Nancy
Joe Riddle

To Nancy
To: Dear, my dear, my dearest Nancy.
You are so very fancy pantsy.
But in the best of ways of course.
You have become my greatest source
Of golden laughter and of joy
But I am just The Laughing Boy
I know there is the longest queue
Of patient men who wait for you
Who trek and travel, trip and crawl
Whose hearts still beat against the wall,
And I’m the one with them who came:
The Laughing Boy who feels the same.
I know I have some work to do
To climb out of this pit for you.
An angry scramble to the top
You know that we will never stop
For in our tunnel, you’re the light
And for your heart we endless fight
But in the end, just one can win.
You know that time will come, and when
It does, I urge, no, plead with you
In words the gods would listen to
When Sioux bows would launch their prayer
From taut, dry lips into the air
To please protect their open home
Where antelope and bison roam
Where hemlocks stand so tall and far
With treetops touching closer stars
Where fiercest wolves still calmly coo
At cool, blue nights and mother moon
Where epic tales of heroes old
With passion ‘round a campfire told.
Where blood and sweat surround a hunt
And elders with approval grunt
Where rites of passage proudly show
New generations truly grow
To take the mantle of the tribe
The fearless future they imbibe
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But anyways, I must implore
Ready yourself for what’s in store.
The future’s coming! Be prepared!
To love someone who can’t be shared.
So he’ll be yours, and you’ll be his.
Together one. The hard part is,
For me, at least. Am I the one?
And if the answer has to come,
That no, Joseph, you’re not the one.
Then I, like young and earnest brave
Must face my fear with but a stave
And in the darkened wilderness,
I slay my fear, the wretchedness.
Its gnashing teeth, forever still,
I, heaving, stand above my kill.
My last companion’s light is blown
So tell me I won’t be alone.
But this is not my poem, dear.
This is for you. For you to hear.
If someone loves you ‘til the grave
(What paths of blessings love can pave!)
Then I will never be alone.
A fearless boy who’s never grown.
But.
If I can be that someone, ma’am,
This laughing boy will die a Man.
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The Day the Light Slowly, Gently Illuminated My Bedroom

50

Henry Overos

Light strokes through the window panes and slowly, gently illuminates the
floor of my bedroom. It reaches the wall across from my window, highlighting the
clock. Birds chime, cursory tunes I cannot comprehend, but they are rhythmic and
beautiful. I can see the hands moving but I cannot read the time. I hear the song and
do not know what to call the sound.
I am not yet part of the world. I am still asleep to it. I have a high spirit,
higher than any time my waking self can remember. I think to myself,
“My God!
What is better than the light that crawls and the birds that 			
chirp? Today is for rejoicing that I am warm and in bed and I 			
recognize nothing but love everything.”
My phone buzzes and immediately I recognize the song of the birds and
the clock that says I am an hour away from my class. Now I am awake to the world.
I see the headlines about North Korea and the text message about my friend’s grandmother. I see the missed calls from my own mother, probably about those shoes she
told me to buy.
Over 100 people died in Boston, yesterday. North Korea is threatening to
bomb the US. My friend’s grandmother has colon cancer. Over coffee my friend
talks and I look outside and see birds sitting on a winter-dead tree branch. Beyond
the tree and birds I see rows of mountains outlined by blue fog. I used to love drawing mountains. They’re so easy to draw. You simply connect two lines, like you’re
starting a triangle. Then you add another layer of triangles behind them to give the
mountains depth.
Below the mountain there is a cemetery. I wouldn’t have drawn that. Plenty
have drawn paintings of battles and I remember the battlefield not too far from where
I sit. The men fought on top of the mountain and some of them are buried at its foot.
I turn back to my friend and lament that we are talking about everyone that
died yesterday and those who are sick today. The poor we will always have with us,
the dead we will always have to carry to their graves; I think to myself,
“My God!
There is a cemetery at the bottom of this mountain, in remembrance of
those past. There is a monument at the top of this mountain, commemorating a battle.
North Korea and Boston are today. Grandma’s cancer is tomorrow. My
mother and the shoes can wait.
Where are the simple triangles shrouded in blue crayon and smeared
over blank paper? Do the birds sing in the cemetery where the winterdead trees grow out of the graves? Where is the monument praising the
day when people woke up, saw the light and they never answered their
phones?”

Visual

Give Your Tears to the Tide
10”x12”, ink on mixed media
Tamala Aown
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Outro

10”x12”, ink on mixed media
Tamala Aown
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Despair, Part 2

4”x10”, mixed media collage
Tamala Aown
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Gabby

24”x18”, chalk pastel
Anne Littlejohn
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Untitled

digital photograph
Christina Schuman
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Untitled

digital photograph
Christina Schuman
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Untitled

digital photograph
Christina Schuman
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Untitled

digital photograph
Matt Schminke
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Vanitas

18”x24”, oil on linen
Caleb Stoltzfus
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